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Abstract

Over the past few years, the deployment of Linked Open Data (LOD) technologies has witnessed significant
advancements across a myriad of sectors, linguistics included. This progression is characterized by an exponential
increase in the conversion of resources to adhere to contemporary encoding standards. Such transformations are
driven by the objectives outlined in "ecological" methodologies, notably the FAIR data principles, which advocate
for the reuse and interoperability of resources. This paper introduces the solutions devised within a nationwide
collaborative research project aimed at integrating techniques and methodologies from the conventional study of
epigraphic materials, computational lexicography, semantic web, and other digital humanities subfields. It details its
services, utilities, and data types and shows how it manages to produce, exploit, and interlink LLOD and non-LLOD
datasets in ways that are meaningful to its intended target disciplinary context, i.e. historical linguistics over epigraphic
data. The paper also introduces how DigItAnt services and functionalities will contribute to the empowerment of a
recently started Italian infrastructure cluster project devoted to the construction of a nationwide federation of research
infrastructures for the humanities and cultural heritage, and in particular to its pilot project towards establishing an
authoritative LLOD platform.

Keywords: Historical linguistics, Services for linguistics technologies, LLOD, Ontolex-lemon, Digital epigra-
phy

1. Introduction

The recent years have witnessed a significant tech-
nological evolution, accompanied by a parallel
methodological development in data processing
and utilization. Linguistic technologies, in particu-
lar, have seen substantial growth, exemplified by
the advancement of expansive linguistic models
and tools like ChatGPT. This growth extends to
various technological domains within linguistics, in-
cluding the creation and enhancement of linguistic
resources. The increasing adherence to FAIR prin-
ciples (Wilkinson et al., 2016) and the utilization of
Linked Open Data (LOD) (Yu, 2011) have facilitated
the emergence of numerous projects, generating
valuable resources that have enriched the current
data landscape.

Guided by the strategic roadmaps of the Euro-
pean Union and directives from higher institutions,
the prevailing policy direction emphasizes data sus-
tainability (European Commission and Directorate-

General for Research and Innovation, 2016). The
principle here is not to generate data from scratch
but to reuse and encode data in a standard format
that ensures interoperability for specific applica-
tions.

Within the ItAnt project (Marinetti et al., 2021),
the DigItAnt platform positions itself within this sci-
entific framework. It aims to establish methodolo-
gies and services for creating linguistic resources
in LLOD compliant formats for a specific and multi-
disciplinary area such as digital epigraphy, with a
particular focus on historical linguistic aspects.

This initiative, which will be discussed in detail
in subsequent paragraphs, is also becoming part
of a large infrastructural project named H2IOSC
(Humanities and Heritage Italian Open Science
Cloud)1, the ambition of which is to federate all na-
tional research nodes into a single entity. DigItAnt’s
role within H2IOSC is to contribute to piloting the
CLARIN-IT LLOD platform by providing a set of web

1https://www.h2iosc.cnr.it/home/
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tools that would allow users to create/update/revise
LOD compliant lexical resources (for digital epigra-
phy) and interlink them with other materials such as
digital editions of testimonies, other available LOD
lexical and/or conceptual datasets, bibliographic
information and common shared vocabularies.

2. Context

This work has been carried out within a 3-year col-
laborative research project dedicated to expand
and advance existing scientific knowledge about
the archaic languages of ancient Italy. The Lan-
guages and Cultures of ancient Italy. Historical
Linguistics and Digital Models project (ItAnt hence-
forth) is thus situated at the crossroad between
digital epigraphy and historical linguistics, fields
that have experienced significant advancements
through numerous interesting projects. In many
of these projects, the utilization or publication of
linked data is described as presenting opportuni-
ties for further growth. However, tools like EFES
(Bodard and Yordanova, 2020)2 and INCEpTION
(Klie et al., 2018)3 facilitate the publication and cre-
ation of resources - mostly annotated text corpora -
using encoding standards such as TEI-Epidoc (Bo-
dard et al., 2014)4 or CoNLL, but currently lack the
capability to directly produce Linked Open Data
(LOD) outputs. Similarly, resource access tools
like Institutional Cretan Inscriptions (Vagionakis,
2021) rely on XML technologies like EpiDoc with-
out intending to generate LODified outputs. Some
initiatives such as the Epigraphic Database Hei-
delberg5 and iSicily6 (Prag and Chartrand, 2019)
recently have leveraged the ability to link data from
inscriptions to other data sources (e.g., DbPedia7)
and have used controlled vocabularies (Pleiades8,
Geonames9, Trismegistos10) for semantically pre-
cise and updated metadata annotation (Grieshaber,
2019), but still deliberately do not produce or pub-
lish LOD datasets. Within these contexts, spanning
epigraphy and other linguistic fields, a need has
emerged to tackle one of the most compelling chal-
lenges from both a technological and methodolog-
ical standpoint: to provide (web/virtual) environ-
ments enabling scholars to more easily create and
access resources available to the humanities public
following Open Science paradigms and methodolo-
gies promoting interoperability and re-usability. A

2https://github.com/EpiDoc/EFES
3https://inception-project.github.io/
4https://epidoc.stoa.org/
5https://edh.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/
6www.isicily.org
7https://www.dbpedia.org/
8https://pleiades.stoa.org/
9https://www.geonames.org/

10https://www.trismegistos.org/

project related to historical linguistics (specifically
to Latin) that fully adheres to LOD standards is the
LiLa: Linking Latin project (LiLa, for short)11, which
led to the development of various Latin lexical and
textual resources, alongside with a suite of tools
for analysis, resource linking, and utilization (Pas-
sarotti and Mambrini, 2021). Regarding tools, a
successful editor for RDF terminological resources
is VocBench (Stellato et al., 2015)12, which has
become one of the most comprehensive tools for
editing linked data resources in various formats
(primarily SKOS, but also Ontolex-lemon (McCrae
et al., 2017)), offering collaborative and infrastruc-
tural functionalities. The DigItAnt platform positions
itself between traditional databases and portals
in use in digital epigraphy environments and ad-
vanced tools like VocBench.

It represents the first endeavor to integrate func-
tionalities typical of epigraphic databases and web
annotation tools into a unified web environment
alongside lexicographic tools, facilitating the cre-
ation and editing of lexica, vocabularies, and the-
sauri, as well as to facilitate the interlinking of het-
erogeneous datasets and publish them as LLOD.

3. DigItAnt Architecture

The DigItAnt platform is developed within the ItAnt
project, in collaboration with the Ca’ Foscari Uni-
versity of Venice and the University of Florence.
Its main goal is to provide scholars with an online
environment for creating LOD-ready lexica for the
languages of ancient Italy starting from corpora
of inscriptions, either already published or autop-
tically investigated by the project, encoded in TEI-
EpiDoc format, and further enrich lexical informa-
tion by means of linking it to other existing relevant
datasets, such as bibliographies and possibly re-
lated external lexical resources.

Its service-oriented architecture showcases a
dual nature: on the one side, a web application,
EpiLexo (Mallia et al., 2023) has been developed
to facilitate the editing and accessing of lexical-
conceptual data from a triple store (access and
manipulation of this data is mediated by a back-
end module called LexO-server (Bellandi, 2019),
which manages the database triples) and data in-
gested from XML editions of inscriptions encoded
according to the TEI-EpiDoc standard (access and
manipulation of this data is handled by the back-
end module CASH-server (Zavattari and Tommasi,
2021)). On the other side, a second web application
retrieves the data edited and produced by the previ-
ous editing interface, making it accessible to users
without any need for authentication. To support

11https://lila-erc.eu/
12https://vocbench.uniroma2.it/doc/dev/
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Figure 1: The DigItAnt software architecture

these back-end services, two types of APIs have
been prepared: public and private. Only the APIs
that allow data retrieval have been made openly
available, while editing APIs require an authenti-
cation token obtained through user registration13.
The modular architecture proposed for this project,
moreover, as opposed to existing monolithic solu-
tions, potentially allows for various customization,
esp. on the front-end side, and improves the ap-
plication’s usability should any of the various back-
end services cease to function or become super-
seded. Furthermore, container technology (specifi-
cally, Docker) was chosen to make all applications
and services "atomic" and independent from each
other. This approach enabled the step-by-step con-
struction of essential components, ranging from
the graphical interface to the services for manag-
ing LOD data and inscriptions, ultimately leading to
the underlying schema (see Figure 1).

In addition, the implementation of authentica-

13The exploration interface will be publicly launched
and opened upon finalization of the corpus and lexical
data at the end of the project (July 2024).

tion via KeyCloak14 facilitates role mapping among
users and makes the platform easily intergratable
into federated infrastructural environments. An-
other important functionality, currently embedded
in the LexO-server, is the ability to query exter-
nal SPARQL endpoints to facilitate linking internal
items to external salient resources. The current
system offers as a proof-of-concept direct query-
ing to the LiLa endpoint15 for linking Latin cog-
nate words, etymons and etymologies; specifically,
Proto-Indoeuropean and Protp-Italic etyma can be
represented by linking directly to the correspond-
ing roots encoded in the The Etymological Dictio-
nary of Latin and the other Italic Languages in LiLa
(EDLIL) (Mambrini and Passarotti, 2020), while
Latin cognates can be linked to the correspond-
ing lemmas in the LiLa Lemma Bank (Passarotti
et al., 2020). However, the potential to connect with
other SPARQL endpoints exists16.

Beyond this stack lies the exploration and search
interface, which makes the data produced with the
editing tools accessible in a user-friendly way, and
offers a different user experience in comparison
to the default SPARQL endpoint, and thus poten-
tially serves different user profiles. In addition to
retrieving, filtering and visualizing data from single
back-ends of data sources, this interface acts as a
kind of middle layer, combining data from different
data sources/providers for conducting advanced
searches (which, in the current DigItAnt implemen-
tation include lexical data in LOD, inscriptions en-
coded in TEI-EpiDoc, and bibliographic references
from Zotero17).

Currently, the platform adopts a relatively sim-
ple solution for authentication, lacking a genuine
federated recognition system. User accounts are
custom-created, with rules and authorizations as-
signed at various levels for resource usage and
management. An interface panel facilitates the uti-
lization of these functions, closely integrated with
the Keycloak environment. Keycloak possesses
the technological capabilities to handle various fed-
erated access types through support for multiple
secure and legally compliant authentication pro-
tocols. Such capabilities should ensure smooth
future integration into existing research infrastruc-
tures’ AAI systems.

Additionally, certain aspects of both front-end
interfaces could be improved, particularly regard-
ing the mesh-up and integration of data coming
from different heterogeneous sources. For DigI-
tAnt Search, in particular, exploring different data

14https://www.keycloak.org/
15https://lila-erc.eu/sparql/
16For more details on the architecture, interfaces and

functionalities see also Quochi et al. (2022a) and Quochi
et al. (2022b)

17https://www.zotero.org/groups/2552746/itant_project/library
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Figure 2: The editing environment

visualization and arrangement possibilities is nec-
essary, depending on the linguistic context in which
this service is applied, such as developing tools for
information representation based on language or
linguistic material type. For the editing platform, an
instrumental tool would facilitate managing param-
eters for LOD material management (e.g., names-
pace management, workflows, projects, reposi-
tories, etc.), making the service accessible to a
broader user base.

Finally, it would be advantageous to explore the
capability to process a broader typologies of data
types and perform multiple computations using cer-
tain parameters, such as the selection of metadata
types ingested by the server handling texts, and the
ability to ingest significantly larger textual corpora
compared to the typically small inscriptions.

4. DigItAnt Data

Concerning data models, the platform mainly deals
with three heterogeneous data types:

1. lexical data modeled according to the Ontolex-
lemon and persisted in a GraphDB instance
via the LexO-server;

2. digital scholarly editions of inscriptions en-
coded according to the TEI-EpiDoc model
specifications and ingested from their XML se-
rializations;

3. a bibliographic dataset created and managed
via Zotero.

While inscriptions are encoded independently of
the editing platform and subsequently ingested as
ancillary resources to facilitate the representation of
lexica with appropriate attestations, lexica are gen-
erated through the platform itself and natively linked
to the inscriptions. Additionally, they are linked to
relevant bibliographic references via Zotero, and to
external lexical-conceptual resources (e.g., through
direct queries to the LiLa knowledge-base SPARQL
endpoint). Outputs primarily adhere to LLOD for-
mats, with the exception being the ability to export
the original XML editions of inscriptions annotated
with links to the related lexical forms at the token
level. Further details on the EpiDoc customization
adopted to address the specificity of the target epi-
graphical documentation can be found in Murano
et al. (2023). Notably, linking with the lexicon is
facilitated by the tokenization of each word form in
the original XML and the assignment of an @xmlid
to each token.

Lexica are at the core of the editing platform.
They are designed to be inherently LLOD-ready
by adhering to Ontolex-lemon for the model, and
LexInfo (Cimiano et al., 2011) for linguistic descrip-
tors, with minimal adjustments to accommodate the
special requirements for handling archaic, highly
fragmented languages, defined in a project specific
ontology.
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Figure 3: The exploration and search environment

Although digital humanities projects more often
adopt TEI XML formats for encoding dictionary data,
with TEI Lex-0 becoming a widespread choice, we
deliberately chose to model our lexica in Ontolex
mainly because: 1. our goal in ItAnt is not to retro-
digitize any traditional dictionary, rather to encode
the linguistic knowledge that expert scholars formu-
late on the basis of their interpretation and analysis
of the epigraphic texts; 2. for the sake of economy
and FAIRness, we wanted to be able to reuse (by
linking) available existing (LOD) knowledge; and 3.
we wanted to make our outcome actionably avail-
able to others. However, because in this project we
are dealing with Restsprachen, i.e. highly fragmen-
tary attested languages, from ancient Italy –such
as Oscan, Faliscan, Venetic, and Cisalpine Celtic–
we had to face and find solutions to a number of
lexicographic challenges.

First and foremost, because a full paradigm is
lacking, it is difficult to retrieve a ‘traditional’ lemma.
Therefore, lexical entries are associated with non-
normalized linguistic realization, and no canonical
form is formalized. Lexical Entries however still
have a label, which is used by the interface for
visualization purposes. Due to our limited knowl-
edge of these languages, it is also impossible to
provide a thorough description of the syntactic and
semantic features typically found in (computational)
lexica, such as lexical/syntactic relations or syntac-
tic/semantic roles and frames. From the historical
linguistic perspective of ItAnt, etymological informa-
tion and its level of certainty are instead fundamen-
tal. For these reasons, the DigItAnt lexical model

uses a subset of the Ontolex Core: i.e. Lexical
Entry, Form, Lexical Sense and Lexical Concept;
and represents etymological data by exploiting the
lemonEty extension proposed by Khan (2018) and
already used in some important projects, among
which the LiLa.

Morphosyntactic representation Lexical Entry
is the container grouping all the attested forms of
a lexical unit. Figure 4 below shows an example18.
Apart from language and part-of-speech, two addi-
tional non-standard data properties are introduced
for this class: stemType, which roughly indicates
noun and adjective classes19 and uncertain for in-
dicating whether the Entry is uncertain.

Form, exemplified in Figure 5, is the key pivotal
element of our lexica and encodes standard for-
mal features such as written representation and
morphological properties. Word forms in DigItAnt,
in fact, correspond to the attested forms, coming
from the editor’s reading and including the editorial
interventions (such as, for example, the restora-
tion of damaged or missing letters). Linking lexical
information with the corpus becomes, therefore,
fundamental also to ensure reliability. To this end,
attestations need to be recorded and encoded for
every form, as is usually done in traditional (histori-

18The code has been simplified and the URIs have
been removed to meet space and template requirements.

19For instance, ā-stems, i.e. stems ending in -ā < PIE
-eh2, belonging to a specific declension type. LiLa makes
use of a similar custom property inflectionType.
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<!-- Lexical Entry-->
ItAntlex:upsed_entry

a ontolex:Word;
rdfs:label "upsed"@osc ;
lime:language "osc" ;
lexinfo:partOfSpeech lexinfo:verb ;
:uncertainty "certain" ;
ontolex:sense ItAntlex:upsed_sense ;
ontolex:evokes ItAntlex:toWorkToil_

semfield_concept .
ontolex:lexicalForm

ItAntlex:upsed_opsens_form ;
ItAntlex:upsed_osins_form ;
ItAntlex:upsed_upsed_form ;

lemonEty:etymology ItAntlex:etym_upsed.
... .

Figure 4: Simplified code snipped of the Lexical
Entry for the Oscan verb upsed

<!-- Lexical Forms -->
...

ItAntlex:upsed_upsed_form
a ontolex:Form ;
ontolex:writtenRep "upsed"@osc .
lexinfo:mood lexinfo:indicative;
lexinfo:person lexinfo:thirdPerson;
lexinfo:number lexinfo:singular;
lexinfo:tense lexinfo:past;
lexinfo:voice lexinfo:active voice ;
:cites lexbib:upsed_verb_osc_upsed_

form_bib583715
... .

Figure 5: A sample of lexical forms encoded in the
Entry for the Oscan verb upsed

cal) dictionaries. To represent and describe attesta-
tions, we plan adopt and adapt the FrAC extension
to Ontolex (Chiarcos et al., 2022). Currently, each
form of a lexical entry is associated to its exact oc-
currence(s) in the ItAnt transcribed inscription(s),
based on the ingested EpiDoc documents. Attesta-
tions are persisted in the CASH-server as text anno-
tations and are enriched with optional information
about certainty, authorship, relevant bibliographic
citations, and free text notes.

Semantics representation Because for Rest-
sprachen it is often not possible to retrieve the ac-
curate semantic content of the words, the provided
meanings are mostly generic, and entries generally
have one one sense. Lexical Sense encoding is
therefore minimal; it is specified via a definition,
can be indicated as uncertain, and can be asso-
ciated with a Lexical Concept, used in DigItAnt to
represent semantic fields. For this purpose, we cre-
ated a SKOS taxonomy of semantic fields based on
Buck’s list of semantic fields (Buck, 1949). Among
the works concerning the Indo-European seman-
tics, Buck’s list is one of the few to have organized

the Indo-European lexicon by categories, following
a taxonomy20.

Etymology. As anticipated above, etymology is
represented via a subset of classes and properties
from lemonEty, as exemplified in Figure 6. Etymo-
logical information, via Etymology, is attached to
a Lexical Entry and applies to all of its forms. For
each lexical entry either or both the Proto-Italic and
Proto-Indo-European reconstructed roots are rep-
resented and encoded as instances of the class
Etymon, i.e. Lexical Entries with a special status.
Similarly, loanwords may also be reported as such,
specifying the relationship with related forms such
as borrowing rather than inheritance. Cognate
words attested in sister languages are encoded
as instances of another subtype of Lexical Entry
established by lemonEty, the class Cognate. In
accordance with the Linked Data principles and so
as to avoid to produce data islands, Latin cognates
as well as etymons and when deemed relevant Et-
ymologies are linked to the LiLa knowledge base
(respectively to the LiLa Lemma Bank (Passarotti
et al., 2020)and the EDLIL (Mambrini et al., 2020)

Cognates can be encoded in two ways: 1. by
linking externally to another linked data compliant
lexicon21 or 2. by linking internally to a Lexical Entry
of a different language, see Figure 722.

Finally, bibliographic references and citations of
relevant literature can be added/linked to any of
the above elements to provide literature regarding
the particular lexical information expressed. Cur-
rently, Bibliography is a system-internal data struc-
ture which links directly to the target in the ItAnt
Zotero library specifying author, title and date. Fur-
thermore, it makes it possible to specify additional
citational information such as page spans and to
add free text notes. Ontologies such as CITO (Per-
oni and Shotton, 2012) are under consideration for
exporting citations related to both lexical classes
and attestations in the lexicon. Work is also in
progress for the mapping of the whole Zotero bib-

20The taxonomy, created within the platform,
also includes references to the Semantic In-
dex of the Indo-European Lexicon, accessible at
https://lrc.la.utexas.edu/lex/semantic, which served as
inspiration for our adaptation. It will be disseminated
at the end of the project along with the other project
outcomes.

21This option is viable as regards Latin cognates, for
which direct links to a canonical form in the LiLa Lemma
Bank can be established directly by means of the cognate
property. For instance, the Latin cognate of osc. upsed
‘to erect, to set up, to produce’ is represented by the URI
of the corresponding lemma in the LiLa knowledge base,
namely lat. opus.

22This option is necessarily used for cognates in lan-
guages other than Latin for which LLOD lexica are not
available, or when there is no satisfactory match in LiLa.
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Figure 6: Exemplified model of the etymological information in DigItAnt, according to lemonEty.

<!-- Lexical Entry-->
ItAntlex:upsed_entry

a ontolex:Word;
rdfs:label "upsed"@osc ;
lime:language "osc" ;
lexinfo:partOfSpeech lexinfo:verb;
lemonEty:cognate lilaLemma:115170;
lemonEty:cognate ItAntlex:

upsaseter_pgn;

Figure 7: An example illustrating the two op-
tions for encoding cognates. The full URI of
lilaLemma:115170 has been omitted due to space
constraints.

liography to FRBRoo/LRMoo23 (Riva and Žumer,
2018) in order to export and publish the dataset
conveniently for versioning and publication.

5. DigItAnt integration into Research
Infrastructures

An important objective of the ItAnt project is to con-
tribute to and integrate with research infrastructures
for the Humanities, which has partly influenced its
technological and data design. Although conceived
within a specific project, for a specific use case, the

23LRMoo is the new ontological bibliographic model
developed from FRBRoo. A stable version was released
in October 2023.

system has been designed to be versatile, poten-
tially benefiting other projects dealing with similar
tasks and data. Thus, software components and
linguistic data will be distributed and offered as ser-
vices through the CLARIN-IT infrastructure. This
will hopefully enhance support for its community
of historical linguists and digital humanists, while
also increase the visibility and impact of the project
outcomes. The finalized interlinked datasets will
be deposited, with open licenses, in the trusted na-
tional repository.The source code of the platform
components is also released as open-source and
deposited for long-term distribution, while the ap-
plications themselves ( i.e., the front-end applica-
tions and the back-end servers) will be distributed
through CLARIN channels as docker images for
easy installation by any (expert) user.

As the ItAnt project is about to end, platform host-
ing will also transition to the infrastructure. This tran-
sition may serve as a case study within the recently
started infrastructural project, Humanities and Her-
itage Italian Open Science Cloud (H2IOSC)24, as-
sessing the sustainability and costs of similar sce-
narios (i.e. short-term funded projects transferring
their online outcomes and Virtual Research Envi-
ronments to the RIs federation).

H2IOSC, in fact, aims to enhance and federate
Italian nodes associated with the DARIAH25, E-

24https://www.h2iosc.cnr.it/
25http://dariah.cnr.it/
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RIHS26, CLARIN-IT27, and OPERAS28 research
infrastructures. Its goal is to provide researchers
with wide access to virtual laboratories, data cen-
ters and advanced tools for storing, processing,
and visualizing digital resources, transcending dis-
ciplinary barriers to foster interdisciplinary innova-
tive research.

The collaboration between ItAnt and H2IOSC ex-
emplifies efforts to federate and optimize national
research infrastructural resources, incorporating
projects that overcome disciplinary boundaries and
promote data-driven research in the humanities.
This collaboration shall bring mutual benefits to
both parties. For ItAnt this partnership ensures
the sustainability. Interested scholars will be able
not only to explore the project outcomes in the
long term, but also to enrich the knowledge (graph)
about ancient languages by contributing new data.
On the other side, the project serves as a test-
ing ground for H2IOSC’s federation solutions and
workflows, particularly toward its Linked Open Data
(LOD) platform, one of H2IOSC’s pilot projects.

DigItAnt may act as a test case for the planned
workflows that assist scholars from depositing a
(LOD compliant) resource to publishing it in the
national endpoint.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented the technologi-
cal results of a research project that is concluding
its activities in July 2024: the current implementa-
tion of a platform for creating and exploring linked
data about ancient languages and cultures. This
platform aims to assist historical linguists in rep-
resenting their knowledge about these languages
and cultures digitally, masking the complexities of
dealing with digital models and formats. Centered
around lexical data, the unique characteristic of
this platform lies in the attempt to mesh-up and
interlink heterogeneous datasets. In particular, the
platform aims to integrate digital scholarly editions
of epigraphic inscriptions, lexical data, citations, bib-
liographic references, and other relevant external
resources. These resources vary not only in type,
but also in their representational models and serial-
ization formats (e.g., XML TEI, RDF Ontolex, and
Zotero exports). Section 4 briefly described and
exemplified their characteristics. The integration
and meshing-up of heterogeneous and indepen-
dent resources are made possible by the underlying
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), which allows
different back-ends to implement suitable technolo-
gies for handling various data types and models
individually. The orchestration of integrated editing,

26https://www.e-rihs.it/
27https://www.clarin-it.it/it
28https://operas-eu.org/

visualizations, and exports is then delegated to the
front-ends and/or middle layers.

The DigItAnt platform will soon be finalized and
released as an ItAnt project outcome. It will include
export functionalities for the lexicon, attestations,
and bibliography, as discussed in Sections 3 and
4, so that the resulting linked datasets may be ver-
sioned and deposited in an H2IOSC repository in
compliance with the FAIR principles. Within the
LOD-platform pilot project, this last event might
trigger a procedure that automatically publishes
the dataset on the CLARIN-H2IOSC SPARQL end-
point.

In the evolving landscape of digital humanities
and cultural heritage research, the integration and
optimization of research infrastructures (RI) have
emerged as pivotal elements in enhancing inter-
disciplinary studies and overcoming traditional bar-
riers. Web environments like DigItAnt, which of-
fer sets of web tools for the creation or revision,
enrichment, linking, LLOD publication, exploration
and search of interconnected digital materials and
knowledge about ancient cultures and languages,
are good candidates for integration into RIs with
mutual benefits. Indeed, an integral component of
the H2IOSC vision is the development and refine-
ment of services catering to the diverse needs of
the research community. This includes the introduc-
tion of novel services. The collaborative paradigm
exemplified by the H2IOSC initiative and the inte-
gration of projects such as DigItAnt can serve as
a model for future developments and integration
of data and services into infrastructure clouds. By
advocating for a federated approach to research
infrastructure, H2IOSC underlines the importance
of accessibility, interoperability, and the collective
utilization of digital resources, an aspect which will
be strengthened by the (L)LOD platform pilot.

Finally, from our list of desired improvements that
can further enhance the robustness of the system,
we plan to prioritize those that may facilitate the
integration into the CLARIN-IT/H2IOSC infrastruc-
ture and the LOD pilot. These may include allowing
DigItAnt to ingest and manipulate other annotated
text formats than TEI EpiDoc, exporting a new ver-
sion of the original scholarly critical edition of the
inscriptions enriched/annotated with the URIs of
the lexical items attested, and allowing federated
AAI to access the editing functionalities.
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Appendix: a sample entry in turtle
format

@prefix itant:
</itantproject/ontologies/itant.owl> .
@prefix rdf:
<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-
ns#> .
@prefix rdfs:
<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix ns:
<http://www.w3.org/2003/06/sw-vocab-status/
ns#> .
@prefix ontolex:
<http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/ontolex#> .
@prefix lime:
<http://www.w3.org/ns/lemon/lime> .
@prefix lilaLemma:
<http://lila-erc.eu/data/id/lemma/> .
@prefix edlil:
<http://lila-erc.eu/data/lexical
Resources/BrillEDL> .
@prefix lemonEty:
<http://lari-datasets.ilc.cnr.it/
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lemonEty> .
@prefix crm:
<http://www.cidoc-crm.org/cidoc-crm/> .
@prefix lexinfo:
<http://www.lexinfo.net/ontology/3.0/
lexinfo> .
@prefix skos:
<http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core> .
@prefix ItAntlex:
</itantproject/data/lexicon#> .
@prefix lexbib: </itantproject/data/
lexicon/bibliography#> .
@prefix semfield: <http://lrc.la.utexas.
edu/lex/ semantic/field/> .

<!-- Lexical Entry-->
ItAntlex:upsed_entry

a ontolex:Word;
dct:creator "Edoardo Middei" ;
dct:contributor "Mariarosaria Zinzi" ;
ns:term_status "editing";
rdfs:label "upsed"@osc ;
lime:language "osc" ;
lexinfo:partOfSpeech lexinfo:verb ;
ontolex:sense ItAntlex:upsed_sense ;
ontolex:evokes ItAntlex:toWorkToil_

semfield_concept .
<!-- Etymological info about cognates-->

lemonEty:cognate lilaLemma:115170 ;
lemonEty:cognate ItAntlex:upsaseter_pgn ;

<!-- Forms list -->
ontolex:lexicalForm

ItAntlex:upsed_opsens_form ;
ItAntlex:upsed_osins_form ;
ItAntlex:upsed_upsed_form ;

... .
<!-- Lexical Sense -->
ItAntlex:upsed_sense1

a ontolex:LexicalSense ;
dct:creator "Edoardo Middei" ;
skos:definition "to erect, to set up,
to produce" ;
ontolex:lexicalConcept

ItAntlex:toWorkToil_semfield_concept .
<!-- Lexical Concept -->
ItAntlex:toWorkToil_semfield_concept

a ontolex:LexicalConcept ;
owl:sameAs semfield:PA_WV
(https://lrc.la.utexas.edu/lex/semantic/
field/PA_WV) .

<!-- Lexical Forms -->
ItAntlex:upsed_opsens_form

a ontolex:Form ;
dct:creator "Edoardo Middei" ;
dct:contributor "Mariarosaria Zinzi" ;
ontolex:writtenRep "opsens"@osc .
lexinfo:mood lexinfo:indicative;
lexinfo:person lexinfo:thirdPerson;
:cites lexbib:upsed_verb_osc_opsens_

form_bib682785 .

ItAntlex:upsed_osins_form
a ontolex:Form ;

dct:creator "Edoardo Middei" ;
dct:contributor"Mariarosaria Zinzi" ;
ontolex:writtenRep "osins"@osc .
lexinfo:mood lexinfo:subjunctive ;
lexinfo:person lexinfo:thirdPerson ;
:cites lexbib:upsed_verb_osc_osins_

form_bib345190

ItAntlex:upsed_upsed_form
a ontolex:Form ;
dct:creator "Edoardo Middei" .
dct:contributor "Mariarosaria Zinzi" .
ontolex:writtenRep "upsed"@osc .
lexinfo:mood lexinfo:indicative;
lexinfo:person lexinfo:thirdPerson;
lexinfo:number lexinfo:singular;
lexinfo:tense lexinfo:past;
lexinfo:voice lexinfo:active voice ;
:cites lexbib:upsed_verb_osc_upsed_

form_bib583715
... .

<!-- Etymology -->
ItAntlex:upsed_entry

lemonEty:etymology ItAntlex:etym_upsed .
ItAntlex:etym_upsed

a lemonEty:Etymology ;
a crm:E89 ;
rdfs:label "Etymology of: upsed@osc" ;
lemonEty:etymon ItAntlex:he3p@PIE_entry ;
lemonEty:hasEtyLink ItAntlex:etyLupsed-PIE ;
lexbib:cites lexbib:etymology_412923bib412923 .

ItAntlex:he3p@PIE_entry
a lemonEty:Etymon ;
seeAlso edlil:etymon_pie0847 ;
(https://lila-erc.eu/data/lexicalResources/
BrillEDL/id/etymon/pie0847)

ItAntlex:etyLupsed-PIE
a lemonEty:EtyLink ;
lemonEty:etyLinkType "inheritance" ;
lemonEty:etySource ItAntlex:he3p@PIE_entry ;
lemonEty:etyTarget ItAntlex:upsed_entry .
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